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Random Walk (7) Rare Events $k$ Importance Sampling
1
” ” (rare event) Monte Carlo ,
. Importance Sampling ,
Monte Carlo
.(IIammers\sim ey et al $[3_{\mathrm{J}}1$ ) $-p$ Importance Sampling
Sample Mean Deviation . ”
2 Importance Sampling” ,
. (Shimura [5]. [6])
2 Importance Sampling-Sample Mean
Bucklew et $\mathrm{a}1[1]$ – . $X_{0=}\mathrm{O},$ $X_{1}$ , X2, ... ,
1 . $F(\cdot)$ $X_{j}-Xj-1,$ $(j\geq 1)$
. ( $(\Omega,$ $F,$ $P)$ ) .
2. 1 $\lambda(\theta):=E(e^{\theta X_{1}})<\infty$ for all $\theta\in R$ .
$\Lambda(\theta):=\log\lambda(\theta),$ $I(t):= \sup_{\theta\in R}(b\theta-\Lambda(\theta))$ (2.1)
. Large Deviation Theory( ,Dembo et $\mathrm{a}1[2]$ ) .
(i) $I(\cdot)$ R ,\mu $=E(X\mathrm{l})$ $0$ .
(ii) J \mu , ,J $=(a, \infty),$ {$4<a<\infty$ ,
$(1/n)\log P((1/n)X_{n}>a)arrow-I(a)(narrow\infty)$ (2.‘2)
. n\rightarrow \infty $0$ $P((1/n)X_{n}>a)$ exPt $-I(a)n\}$
.
2. 1 $a>\mu,$ $n\gg 1$ . $Pn:=P((1/n)X_{n}>a)$ Monte Carlo $\mathrm{A}$ ).
$p_{n}\approx 0$ . Impotance Samphng
.
G R $G(\cdot)$ ,dG $>>dF$ . $fc$ $:=$
$dF/dG$ . $G\in \mathcal{G}$ . P $Q$ $(\Omega,\mathcal{F}, Q)$
, $X_{0}=0,$ $x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\ldots$ , $G$ .
.
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2. 1(i) $\eta_{n}(G):=1((1/n)X_{n}>a)\Pi_{1}^{n}fG(Xj-Xj-1)$ $Q$ $p_{n}$




$\eta_{n}(G)$ $Q$ $s_{n}(G)$ $-P_{n}^{2}$ . 21
( ) .
2. 1 21 ,G\ni G( Random Walk $Q$ ) ayrnptotically
efficient simulation $dist\dot{\mathcal{H}}bution$ (2.3) .
2. 1 (Bucklew et al [1]) $\alpha$ $\Lambda’(\theta)=a$ – .
$G(dy)=\exp(\alpha y-\Lambda(\alpha))F(dy)$ (2.4)
21 – asymptotically efficient simulahon distibution .
2. 1 (2.4) $G$ $a$ .
3 Importance Sampling-Exit Problem for Two-dimensional
Random Walk from the Quadrant
1 . $q_{a}:=P( \sup_{n\geq 0n}x\geq a)(a\geq$
$0)$ . $X_{n}\sim\mu na.s$ . $(narrow\infty)$ , $q_{a}arrow 0(aarrow\infty)$ .
Lehtonen et $\mathrm{a}1[4]$ ? ,a $>>1$ $q_{\text{ } }$ Importance sampling .
1 Sample Mean ,Lehtonen et $\mathrm{a}1[4]$ ,Shimura $[5],[6]$
. $z_{0}=0,$ $Z_{1}=(X_{1}, Y_{1})$ , Z2 $=$ ( $X_{2}$ , Y2), ... 2
$\text{ }Z^{2}$ Random Walk .
3. 1 \theta $=(\theta_{1}, \theta_{2})\in R^{2}$ ,\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}(9) $:=E(e^{\theta\cdot Z}1)<\infty$,
$\mu=E(Z_{1})\in D_{1}$ , $P(Z_{1}\in D_{4})>0$
. 9 . $z\text{ }R^{2}$ , $D_{i}\text{ }R^{2}$ $i$ ( ) .
3. 2Random Walk $y$- , ,P(Y1 $\in\{-1,0,1,2,$ $\ldots\}$ ) $=1$ .
$a$ $b$ $a$ ( ) ,
.
$\tau_{b}$ $:=$ $\inf\{n\geq 0|Z_{n}\not\in D_{1}-(a,b)\}$ (inf $\emptyset=\infty$ ) (3.1)
$r_{b}$ $:=$ $P(\tau_{b}<\infty, Z_{\tau_{b}}\in\overline{D}_{4}-(a,b))$ (3.2)
. $Z_{n}\sim\mu na.s$ . $(narrow\infty)$ , 31 2 $r_{b}arrow \mathrm{O}(barrow$
$\infty)$ .
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8. 1 $b\gg 1$ . $r_{b}$ Monte Carlo . $r_{b}\approx \mathrm{O}$
. Impotance Samphng .
$\Theta:=\{\theta\in R^{2}|\lambda(\theta)=1\}$ . Random Walk
$F(dz):=P(Z_{1}\in dz)$ $\exp(\theta 9*)(\theta\in\ominus)$
$F^{(\theta)}(d_{\mathcal{Z}}):=\exp(\theta\cdot Z)p(d_{Z)}$
$(3\text{ }3)$
. $P^{(\theta)}(d\omega))\text{ },F(\theta)(d_{Z})$ one step Random Walk .





3. 1 2 .
(i) $P^{(\mathit{9})}(\tau_{b}<\infty)=1$ . (ii) $\nabla\lambda(\theta)\not\in D_{1}$ .
3. 2 $1(\tau_{b}<\infty, Z_{\tau_{b}}\in\overline{D}_{4}-(a, b))\exp(-\theta\cdot Z_{\tau})b)$ $P^{(\theta)}$ rb
.
2
$s_{b}(\theta).--E^{(\theta)}’(1(\tau b<\infty, Z_{\mathcal{T}_{b}}\in\overline{D}_{4}-(a, b))\exp(-2\theta I z\Gamma\tau b))$ (3.5.)
.
3. 1 31 ,\Pi $\ni P^{(\theta_{\star})}$ asymptotically efficient simulation distribution ,
\theta \star , $\Theta\ni\theta$
$\lim\sup_{barrow\infty}sb(\mathit{9}_{*})/s_{b}(\mathit{9})<\infty$ (3.6)
.
Shwartz $r_{b}^{2}\leq s_{b}(\theta_{\star})$ . $r_{b}$ $s_{b}(\theta_{\star})$ $barrow\infty$ $0$
, . $barrow\infty$
Case 1. $r_{b}^{2_{\vee}}\wedge s_{b()}\theta_{\star}$ Case 2. $r_{b}^{2}=o(s_{b())}\theta_{\star}$
\Theta . 3.1 , ,\theta 2
– ,\theta $=(0,\overline{\theta}_{2})$ , . $\overline{\mathit{9}}$ $\Theta \text{ }\overline{L}$ \check C‘
, 3.1 .
, .
3. 1 Random Walk $lf\overline{L}\text{ }’ \text{ }$ .
(i) x- y- Random walk($Random$ Walk with independent conzponents)
(ii) Bernoulli (Nearest Neighbour) Random Walk, , $Z_{1}$ I 4 $(1,0)$ , $(- 1,0),$ $(0,1),$ $(0,- 1)$
.
3. 2 $Z_{1}^{\Gamma}$ 4 $(1,2),(- 1,1),(\mathrm{o},- 1)$ $p,$ $q,$ $r$ Random Walk .
41 $p>q,$ $3p+2q>1$ $r>0$ . $\grave{x}_{-}^{-}\text{ }\overline{L}$
$(p+q)^{2}\geq p-q^{2}$ . , , $p=0.6,$ $q–0.3,$ $r=0.1$
,L .
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3. 3( $Di\gamma\cdot ich\iota_{e}t$ Cameron-Martin ) $\theta_{1},$ $\theta_{2}\in\Theta,$ $\xi\in R^{2}$
\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ q




L , 33 .
3. 1 (Shimura [5]) \theta \star 9 . Case 1 ,
$r_{b}\sim K\exp(\theta-2b)(barrow\infty)$ (3.8)
. K $F$ $a$ .
L . .
3. 3 $\underline{\theta}_{2}:=\inf\{\theta 2|\theta\in\Theta\}>-\infty$ .
32 33
$r_{bb()}^{2(}=s\overline{\mathit{9}}P)(\tau b<\infty, z_{\tau}\overline{\theta}b\in\overline{D}_{4}-(a,b))$
. $r_{b}^{2}=o( \int_{b(\overline{\mathit{9}}}))(barrow\infty)$ ,L
,9 $=\theta$ Case 2 . 33
Random Walk .
3. 2 (Shimura [5]) 3.1 33 . $barrow\infty$
$r_{b}<_{\sim}b^{-3/2}\exp(\underline{\theta}2b)$ , $s_{b}’(\underline{\mathit{9}})<_{\sim}b^{-3/2}\exp(2\underline{\theta}2b)$ (3.9)
. $\{r_{b}\}$ $\{s_{b}\}$ $r_{b}<_{\sim}s_{b}$ $\lim\sup_{barrow\infty}(r_{b}/s_{b})<\infty$
.
(3.9) , .
$\nu_{b^{-}}.-\inf\{n\geq 1|Y_{n}\leq b\}$ (inf $\emptyset=\infty$ ) . .
8. 4 $E( \underline{\mathit{9}})(\nu_{-1})=\exp\{\sum 1\infty_{n}-1P(\underline{\mathit{9}})(.Y_{7l}\geq 0)\}<6$ .
3. 3 (Shimura [6]) 3.2 Random Walk 31 3.4 .
.
$r_{b}>_{\sim}b^{-3/}2\exp(\underline{\theta}_{2}b)$ , $s_{b}(\underline{\mathit{9}})>_{\sim}b^{-3/2}\exp(2\underline{\theta}2b)$ (3.10)
.
31 32 31 – .
3. 4 33 Random Walk $\iotaarrow \text{ }=\text{ },P(\underline{\mathit{9}})$ 3.1 asymptotically efficient simula-
tion $dist_{7\dot{\mathrm{V}}}buti_{on}$ . Case 2 ,
$r_{b\wedge}\vee b-3/2\exp(\underline{\theta}2b)$ , $\sim^{\mathrm{q}}b(\underline{\theta})_{\wedge}\vee b^{-3/}2\mathrm{x}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}(2\underline{\theta}_{2}b)(barrow\infty)$ (3.11)
.
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